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OLD HAUNTS

Our hometown was a massacre place. People called it taboo.
They said it is haunted and you will get sick if you go there.
Others just bragged: we shot you and poisoned the waterholes
so you never come back.
We had heard all this, and we heard it again as we lifted
ourselves from the riverbed and went back up the hill into
town. Some of you may wish to imagine our decaying flesh,
our shuffling tread and a collective moan emanating from our
slack jaws – as if we were the undead, indeed. It was never like
that, and we are hardly alone in having been clumsy, in having
stumbled and struggled to properly speak and breathe and find
our place again. But we were never hungry for human flesh or
revenge of any kind.
Our people gave up on that Payback stuff a long time ago,
because we always knew death is only one part of a story that is
forever beginning . . .
*
And so this story will start here, where the wind has suddenly
dropped and the sun glowers in the eerie red light of a dying
sandstorm. The many falling sand grains whisper, thunder
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crashes and rumbles down the rocky river valley and lightning glitters on the chrome of a semitrailer cresting where the
highway chokes to become the plummeting main street of this
little town in Western Australia’s Great Southern: Kepalup.
The old name means ‘place of water’ or, perhaps, ‘welling’,
but the signpost points to a cluster of buildings either side of
a dry, old creek emerging from a low, near-barren range on
Western Australia’s southern coastal plain.
The truck driver, surprised by the sudden descent, touches
the brake. His foot goes flat to the floor. Tries to change gear;
cogs clash and grate.
The truck’s chrome glints, tarpaulins tremble, wheels roll
faster and faster.
Propelled by tons of wheat, freewheeling down the street,
the driver’s bowels loosen, his gear stick flops about. The poor
man leans on the horn and he, passenger and truck make a
wailing chorus.
In the pub, frothy heads of beer shiver with the truck’s
passing.
The numbers on the speedometer continue to rise.
A little group of people have gathered on a patch of grass
beside the Local History Museum. They are here for the opening
of a Peace Park.
A large, bald and well-dressed man leaving the edge of the
group suddenly sees the charging truck and scurries from its
path, arms flailing and little feet a blur. An older man, refusing
to be distracted by the tons of glass and metal rushing between
them, stares after the bald one but all the other faces, like flowers
following the sun, track the vehicle as it thunders by:
Museum
Town Hall
Café
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Supermarket
School . . .
No child is harmed. Also unharmed, drunks fall out of the
top pub, their gaze (along with that of the Peace Park attendees)
trained upon the truck’s dusty, wagging tailgate. It seems the
runaway vehicle has created a void that vision is obliged to fill.
The driver’s eyes, by contrast, dart here and there seeking an
exit, an escape clause, some soft shoulder to roll on.
As if tempted by the scent of fuel, the truck veers briefly
toward the roadhouse, then weaves back and, departing the
other side of the bitumen, snaps a railing and takes down a
succession of small trees and shrubs as it bucks and bounces
across the flood plain. Slowed at last by deep, coarse sand, it
makes one last, dramatic gesture (reminding one observer of
a feebly breeching whale) and rises into the air a little, before
falling on its side.
Birds flap into the sky, screeching indignation.
The motor hiccups; stops.
Wheels spin on, as good wheels do.
From a distance – the aloof view, say, of those birds – a
pattern is dissolving and reforming again: bunches of people
at the museum, pub, café, roadhouse, the little park; then all
moving together and flowing down the street. A car stutters
ahead, pulls up at the road edge of the river crossing.
A bystander – perhaps even you, dear reader – might anticipate an explosion, a great ball of flame. But there is no explosion.
Already, the so-recently startled birds are beginning to resettle
among the slow and incrementally turning leaves of the patient
trees.
A human figure emerges from the window of the truck’s
cab door. A girl, a young woman perhaps. Standing easily on
the side of the cab, she bends to help someone exit. A strong
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young thing, then; athletic. The other person seems much
older, or injured. Having been helped (hauled) from the cab, he
immediately sits down on its still-closed door. Hurt? Tired?
He looks around, back into the cab, and then tentatively
makes his way down after the young woman, though less
nimbly.
The two of them stamp their feet on solid ground as if reassuring themselves. They listen to the wheels spinning and a
luxurious, whispering sound: wheat, slowly spilling from the
vehicle.
Come close. Closer.
A small pile of wheat is growing beside the trailer, fed by a
thin, grainy spout from the upper corner of the tarpaulin. Golden,
it has both the look and sound of great wealth. The tarp slips a
little so that the thin stream becomes a golden chute, and then
the tarpaulin pulls away like an upside-down stage curtain and
a wide, low wave of wheat makes the girl step back once, twice,
three times. She stops, transfixed by something in the trailer as
the wheat continues to flow around and behind her.
Imagine a figure sitting in a deep and rapidly draining bath:
head and shoulders appear, then the upper torso, knees . . . In
the trailer, beginning with the dome of a dark skull, a figure is
being revealed.
This figure slides a little, shifts.
The tarpaulin slips again.
The golden grain continues to flow across the ground.
The figure begins to rise. It must be the moving grain, but it
seems as if the legs lever it upright and it steps from the upturned
trailer and stands, swaying with the high weight of its skull.
The girl, the figure, they stand facing one another, feet invisible
beneath the grain.
The wheat dust, the light of the sandstorm, the after-effects
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of the accident . . . What is it the girl sees? Something like a
skeleton, but not of bone. At least, not only bone. The limbs
are timber. The skull is timber too, dark and burnished, and
ivory dentures – stained as if by chomping, inhaling, gustatory
human life – grin exultation.
A gauze of gold dust and light motes swirls from its broad
shoulders and around the rippling cage of its ribs.
Long shanks lever the pelvis, itself a solid thing of smooth
river stone and timber glowing at its centre of gravity.
Kneecaps too are smooth stone, but the rest is bone and
polished timber and woven grass, seeds and brightly coloured
feathers and even fencing wire. Cords of sinew, of neatly
knotted fishing line and – is it human hair? – meet moistly at
each mobile joint.
The figure sways toward the girl, led by the heavy skull, and
then glides to her, arms low and open, each beautifully defined
and delicate hand held palm up. Its whole being is a smile.
Hands clasp; firm, warm, uncalloused.
And now the wind gathers strength; a melody plays across
the visual rhythm of those ribs; hollowed, meticulously carved
spaces begin to whistle and timber limbs begin an accompaniment. Thunder cracks and booms, it rumbles in the riverbed.
The figure teeters, begins to move, to slowly fall apart and
maybe tumble . . .
*
We thought to tell a story with such momentum; a truck
careering down a hillside, thunder in a rocky riverbed, a skeleton tumbling to the ground. There must be at least one brave
and resilient character at its centre (one of us), and the story will
speak of magic in an empirical age; of how our dead will return,
transformed, to support us again and from within.
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One may as well begin, ‘Once upon a time’ . . . Except
this is no fairy tale, it is drawn from real life. We remember
Dan Horton. He will seem a stereotype, even a caricature, this
stooped and elderly man in faded towelling hat, sensible clothes
and lace-less boots. Real life has its stereotypes and caricatures.
Dan Horton was one of those rural men who, in the middle of
conversation, will suddenly crouch and, clearing a little plot
of dirt with the heel of his hand, draw diagrams with a stick or
calloused finger.
So.
So.
Once upon a time, Dan Horton squinted through his
kitchen window into the heart of light. Out there, beyond
his sight, the earth – having been stripped and raked and
poked – was desiccating in the wind. Sand rose from the
razed ground and was swept away in clouds, persisting only
in fine ridges beneath the fencing wires and heaped against
posts, trees, dead sheep or indeed any lifeless body. This
wind gives the coastal dunes their sharp edges, and stings the
flesh of anyone caught in the paddocks.
Sunlight streamed through the streaked window and glinted
on the stainless steel sink.
Dan’s wife Janet had died two months ago, yet her clothes
were still in the wardrobe, her slippers under the bed. She’d left
him. Passed, people say today, not ‘passed away’. She is past.
Dan had only just changed the bedsheets; it was the first time
he’d attempted this particular household task. He supposed that
men today helped their wives change the sheets, helped with the
cooking and the dishes and all of that. Breastfed too, probably;
Dan had seen there were these lady-milking machines.
His adult son had not been at Janet’s funeral. Overseas
perhaps? Married even? He had little idea where or how that
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young man lived, not since he had responded to Dan’s ultimatum – my way or the highway – by walking away from
God, the farm and the family. Of course Dan regretted his
words.
The bedsheets had helped Dan dream of Janet, and each
morning she faded away and he had to once again reckon the
absence in his world.
The phone rang, startling him; hot tea slopped down his
shirtfront. One hand holding the shirt away from his skin, he
put down the cup, plucked the telephone from its cradle and
pressed it to his ear, grimacing as the wet shirt fell against
his skin. He began untangling the telephone cord, an action
repeated so many times it had become in itself a comfort.
‘Dan? Dan!’ It was his brother, Malcolm.
‘I’m sorry. Thinking.’
‘You know her voice is still on your answering machine?’
He did. He did indeed. He pressed on; there was something
he must tell his brother.
‘You remember Tilly? One of those babies we fostered for
a time? She was walking and talking and . . . her mother took
her back.’
‘Well,’ said Malcolm. ‘I remember how Janet was when she
left. The father was a rapist or something, wasn’t he? That was
a terrible year. Wheat wasn’t much more than $70 a ton.’
‘Tilly, she’s coming to Kepalup. There’s a group of Aborigines
coming for the Peace Park opening.’
‘She’s with them?’
‘It’s her family.’
‘Her mother was white.’
‘Distant relations, perhaps, the way we think of things. But
they have a strong sense of family, Malcolm, you know that,
and . . .’
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‘Well, I wish they’d look after their families, that’s all. Think
about the children you and Janet fostered. There should’ve been
no need, and who of them ever contacts you, eh?’
‘Well, this one has. Someone on her behalf, anyway.’
‘Where they staying?’
‘Caravan park, Hopetown. Be here some days, apparently.’
‘Why?’
‘Told you, the Peace Park. Something about some stories.
Dreamtime. Language or something. You know, culture stuff.
Malcolm, I think they want to visit Kokanarup. They want to
come onto the farm. “The massacre”, he said.’
‘I wish they wouldn’t use that word. Massacre.’
Dan continued; they wanted to reconcile themselves to what
happened here, to have their Elders come back particularly. Of
course it was a long time ago and – here Dan and Malcolm
agreed – there was no real evidence of any more than a few
Aborigines being killed. Undoubtedly, some were; they both
remembered finding a skull wedged by the rock waterhole when
they were still children . . .
On their own property.
You could see what people meant about skulls grinning. All
those teeth. In Dan’s memory the skull was sunlit bright.
Janet’s body would be rotting by now. Putrefying. The coffin
would keep the insects, the worms and maggots away for a while.
Her car was still in the shed. He would have to get rid of
that too.
‘Taboo, isn’t it?’ His brother’s voice in his ear. ‘For them to
come here, I mean.’
Dan said nothing. He waited, impatient for Malcolm to go
on, but – as was the way between them, each imbued in the
same family tradition – he remained silent.
There were often these long silences in their conversation.
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Tethered, Dan stretched the telephone cord as far as
possible, moving to where he could avoid looking directly into
the heart of light. He was thinking of how the dead might yet
return. Hoping and wishing he said, ‘I prophesied as I was
commanded: and as I prophesied, there was a noise, and behold
a shaking, and the bones came together, bone to his bone . . .’
Malcolm responded automatically.
‘Ezekiel 37.’
It was a game they’d played since childhood; one brother
would quote a bible passage, the other give the reference.
‘Resurrection. Oh, Dan.’
There was another of those protracted silences.
‘Remember those two old Aboriginal woman? I’ve been
thinking about them, Malcolm. Gins, we used to say. Married
Irish twins. How we used to treat that family. They must all
be related to them, the people coming. Tilly must’ve been too.
Must be. She was long gone, course, the old girl, and Tilly a
baby, almost a toddler when she left and never a hair on her
head hurt. She thrived with us.’
‘Janet was distraught.’
‘Beside herself.’
She was beside him, back then. The boy had been upset
by Tilly’s absence too, Dan remembered, even though a child
himself and still at primary school, he had gone very quiet for
weeks afterwards and kept to himself.
‘Malcolm, I’d like to invite them to the farmhouse. Kill a
lamb, chill it. We can have a barbeque, a chat.’
‘Think they will? Taboo and that?’
‘They want to visit. They’ll be at the opening of the Peace
Park.’
There was another long silence.
Janet leaned in the bedroom doorway, studying him. Their
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two little dogs lay at her feet. Dan blinked. She was gone. The
dogs remained, whining and anxious.
‘Malcolm, will you come pray with me? I’d like us to pray
together.’
‘Yes, this evening. I’ll bring some chops.’
Dan put the phone away. He picked up a rock from the
sun-drenched counter, held it in his hand. It was wonderfully
smooth and warm.
Dan looked through the window. Malcolm’s house was just
down the track, across the highway, another gravel turn-off.
Not so far, half a day of walking perhaps. Not that they’d ever
done that. It would be a long walk. Snakes. And between the
two houses, closer to the river was the old farmhouse. The
massacre farmhouse, he’d heard people say. Blocks of stone and
corrugated iron in a yellow paddock.
Now his own house was haunted, and he was glad.
*
Gerald Coolman stepped from the little bus near the top of the
main street of King George Town and stood alone to watch it
drive away. Now he was out of jail. His lips moved and he spoke
to himself, mouthing words of an ancient language few would
recognise.
He took several long and deep breaths, calming himself.
Feel your skeleton moving inside the flesh, feel the spaces
within. Turning his back on the view of the harbour, he began
the walk to the outskirts of town. He did not take the main
highway, but one parallel. Nearly an hour later he came to
an intersection near the Aboriginal Centre; how neglected
and run-down it looked. The first place he went was Aunty
Margie’s. He didn’t knock at the door but went down the
driveway to an open shed, something he’d done many, many
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times. The young men sitting in the sun at the shed’s doorway
looked up and smiled. They shook his hand and hugged him.
They offered him a dirty plastic bottle with a short piece of
plastic inserted in it, and a bucket of water.
Smoke wreathed the grins and teeth of these brothers, rose
from their whiskers and through their hair. Gerry said he was
not going to start those old habits again.
‘Found the Lord?’
‘Nah. Better than that.’
They turned away. Lowered their heads over the bottle and
bucket.
‘Only a bit of weed. A bit of green. Not the other stuff.’
*
Gerald sat in the doorway of the shed as the others walked
away. He breathed lightly, his anxious heart pattered. Their feet
crunched gravel spread so thinly between asbestos fence and
asbestos house that weeds had punched through. Fibro, people
said now, not asbestos. Fibro and weatherboard.
Bougainvillea erupted on the fence, lunged at the house
and, falling, made an archway. Beyond, at the bright end of the
driveway, a car grumbled left to right. Gerry heard the sound of
the small stones flicked by its tyres and saw the two pedestrians
turn, and also exit stage right.
This little house, this shabby backyard of weeds; a child’s
bicycle, a rotary clothes hoist. It felt an enormous space. The
big old sky above.
Gerry sat in an old school chair. Metal frame, wooden seat.
The sun warmed him. He realised he was smiling.
Get some work. Or an education. Find a way to stay off
the stuff. After all, he’d managed that inside, more than twelve
months now.
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Natural, wanting to celebrate at such a time.
He scratched himself.
*
He’d only been inside a few weeks this time. A parole issue,
that’s all. It had been a disappointment in a way, because on
his previous stint his cousin had been running ‘culture classes’,
‘workshops’; whatever you wanted to call them. A long timer,
Uncle Jim. Wirlomin boys had looked up to him, and those
attending the classes had been mostly his own nephews and
cousins and grannies. Another member of the extended family
sent Jim wordlists, genealogies, language and songs and stories
and photos and stuff he was putting together with old boy, Jim’s
dad. One of the screws was helping, even. Jim had had that
knack of enlisting people, women particularly.
They were teaching themselves, in prison of all places.
They’d memorised vocabulary, and listened to recordings of
family, most no longer alive. Had sat around a whiteboard in
their baggy greens while Jim played recordings and – there was
no getting around it – lectured them. A pyjama party for grown
men, but no party food, no women, no grog. Not so many
laughs. A barren room.
Jim’s father died. It was best he never saw his boys turn up
at the funeral in chains and prison greens. Would’ve hurt him.
His voice was on lots of the recordings.
Then Jim himself was gone. Had they only played at respect,
in that prison cell, listening to Jim? Jim did go on and on.
It was true what people said: every old one left a hole in the
world when they died, when they took language with them. That
old language was a world itself, and one by one the words let you
in. But individuals who could connect you to it, re-introduce you,
they were necessary too. Someone needed to step into Jim’s shoes.
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Gerald used to lie flat on his back on his cell bed, and let
what they called a dead, extinct language roll through his skull.
Move his lips and tongue, say the words out loud. Let them
reshape him from the inside out. That was under a low ceiling,
a prison cell. Now he had this big sky, this fresh breeze.
A woman appeared. Nita. Aunty Nita. Nan. Old Girl. A
childhood memory: her cold hands and the first time – a boy
looking into her upturned eyeballs – he knew himself a lone
consciousness, a single self.
The bougainvillea spilling over the doorway had concealed
her so she first appeared as a bloom among the thorns and
clinging vine, and then the blank gaze of her sunglasses turned
to him, her long grey hair lifted in the breeze, and her attention
reached out to him.
The face was expressionless, open to the world, her chin
lifted. She held her arms slightly raised, a little in front and out
to each side and the hands palms down. Her tread was very light,
and – no doubt her blindness was part of it – there was something
tentative about it; a distinct moment when the foot remained
poised in the air, not yet committed to that necessary next step.
Gerald walked toward her, his footsteps softly crunching,
stopped a few metres away and bid her good day in the old
language.
‘How are you, Gerry?’
In the old language, he told her he was well.
She tilted her head to one side. ‘You talking language, now.
Proper blackfella, unna.’
He agreed with her, again using the old people’s tongue.
‘You reckon that’s our lingo?’
He said he did, and went to her. They embraced, lightly. She
accepted his peck on the cheek.
‘You happy, Gerry?’
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‘That old me’s not who I am now, Aunty. Language, the old
culture, that’s what Jim showed me.’
‘If it helps, my boy. Good. But those young girls, Gerald?’
‘They’re safe, Aunty. Don’t start that. I never did nothing;
that was Gerry, you know that.’
‘You working?’
‘Will be, but gotta camp coming up. Workshop. Back to
country.’
‘Getting paid?’
‘Not about the money, my aunty.’
‘In prison, you one of the dancers there last NAIDOC,
unna?’
‘Singer, Aunty.’
‘What’s it stand for anyway, that NAIDOC?’
‘National Aboriginal and Islander Day of . . . committee
of . . .’
‘You go? NAIDOC Ball?’
‘No.’
‘You ever been to a ball, Gerald?’
‘No.’ Gerry spoke again in what he believed was the old
people’s tongue, then: ‘That’s the real me.’
Nita raised an eyebrow; a surprising gesture for a blind
person, at least for those that did not know her.
‘Yeah. Giving up all the other shit . . .’
What did the old girl mean by her little smile? Holding her
face up all the time like she thinks she is a holy person.
‘I know my problem.’ Gerry kept speaking. ‘Drugs. Violence.
That’s not who I really am.’
‘You gunna get in touch with her, Gerry?’
‘I am. That’s what Jim wanted.’
Nita stood there, head nodding.
‘You always been good with words and promises, Gerry.’
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‘More than just words, Aunty. You never knowed the real
me. Nobody knows.’
She just kept nodding her head.
‘Was my brother, that last time.’
Her blind eyes stared.
Gerry gestured goodbye, mouthed the words at her, went
away like she wanted him to. Started the long walk down the
driveway. He remained proud of himself.
There might be a bus. He could maybe cadge a lift. No.
He was gunna walk. There was no need to rush. Old people,
they used to walk. Eat only good food. Be together around a
fire under the same old sky he was under now and he could be
right in their world – be right inside and among and part of, like
breathing the air or a fish swimming in water or a child beginning to dream in their mother’s tongue and the world springing
more to life each day . . . He could live and find himself in the
language, in the stories, the songs and all that. Not in books.
His land was his book. These were the very thoughts he’d
entertained and cultivated in his prison cell.
Gerald sighed. Looked along the road. A car went by.
He walked on the edge of the road, where the bitumen
crumbled a bit, along a strip of gravel and weeds. Bottle tops,
cigarette butts and wrappers of various kinds. Throwaway bits
of people’s lives.
Houses and cars, the weed-tufted gardens, the snaking hoses
and kids’ toys.
Gerald walked between houses he’d known forever, and
some that were new to him, fresh brick and tile with carports
and two or three crammed where there’d been just one.
People had good houses now. All sorts of help to get ahead,
to get to where you could scratch and struggle with the white
people. Join the assimilationists.
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A footpath. A weedy gap between it and the road on his
right. Footpath the other side too. Someone walking there,
staring straight ahead. Houses either side, blankly staring at
one another.
The shabby shopping centre. The laundromat, once its social
centre, was closed. It must’ve been a phantom dryer he heard,
spinning.
*
Once he’d followed a schoolmate along here. Pioneering family,
he told them all, though both his mum and dad worked at the
TAB. Kid stole money from his mum’s purse. Bought a big bag
of lollies, a plastic shopping bag meant for groceries but filled
with jelly snakes and chocolate buttons, with coloured sugar in
all the shapes of domesticity: teeth, babies, cigarettes, bottles,
cars, pets . . .
Primary school years. Gerald the youngest in the group
trailing behind the TAB kid, scrambling for the sweet things he
threw over his shoulder. The kid threw lollies onto the roofs of
shops, a bus stop. Sugar collected in gutters. He kept walking.
Some of the others were jumping to try to see what was on the
roofs; one began shinning up a drainpipe.
The TAB kid was pleased and so very full of his power, scattering sweet and desirable things, controlling the little crowd.
One of Gerald’s older cousins went up to him. Grabbed his
bag. Hit him a few times, laughed at his tears and jeered his
stumbling departure. Then passed handfuls of lollies around
the triumphant circle that remained.
Gerald was halfway into town already.
Traffic came past as if set in motion by a distant machine
at small and irregular intervals. Whoosh. Whoosh. Like explosive exhalations. The sound got on his nerves. Kept him edgy.
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He walked past buildings – big boxes – all along the highway,
bright red yellow blue beige boxes too, with large letters
screaming at him. A hill of shabby houses rose on his right,
granite rocks and tufts of grey trees here and there among them.
To his left, the land continued to slope, flattening to become
sports fields. When he was a child it was a Native Reserve here.
Before that, a camping ground.
Pa Harry Hopetown in a shabby greatcoat, sitting beside a
smoking fire, slipping among paperbarks and mosquitoes. A big
drum of methylated spirits, the shaking cup and pale cordial
within.
The summer easterly blew in Gerald’s face. Blew, he
reminded himself, from ancestral country, from where the sun
forever rises. Even today, even with lowering clouds like this.
Gerald’s lips moved. He mouthed some of the words he’d got
from his dead family and his brothers in prison.
His feet took him across the slope a little away from the top
of town, paths only used by poor pedestrians, by single mothers
and little children. Ex-crims too, obviously. He went by the
back of supermarkets and trucks shovelling merchandise into
shopping malls. A community radio station. A panelbeater. The
drab rear of a video store, no longer in business. Skirted around
the old cemetery. Lots of white people, but no Noongar ever
buried there. Remembered that girl grinding her pelvis against
his, fucking among the bones. Dead people never scared him.
No old massacre was gunna keep him from his real home.
He was tiring already. Didn’t walk much lately. He cut
across a deserted stand of petrol bowsers, a school further up
the hill, an empty squash court on his left. Buildings from his
childhood, from before he was born.
Walking toward the beach, he detoured into another huddle
of small brick bungalows. Knocked on a door.
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Last night, his last inside, Gerald dreamed of Kokanarup.
The door opened, and his mirror image greeted him. No,
not quite his mirror image. This version had particularly glossy,
bloodshot eyes, the teeth were not so strong, the lips looser.
This doppelganger’s skin was mottled and greasy. His twin
smiled silently, stepped back to let him enter the room.
‘Only weed,’ he said. ‘Bit of weed’s alright. Bit of green never
hurt no one.’
‘Yeah, well, I need somewhere to stay and you owe me,’ said
Gerald. ‘Again.’ And he stepped across the threshold.
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One may as well begin, ‘Once upon a time . . .’
We thought to tell a story with such momentum;
a truck careering down a hillside, thunder in a rocky riverbed,
a skeleton tumbling to the ground.
There must be at least one brave and resilient character
at its centre, Tilly Coolman (one of us), and the story will speak
of magic in an empirical age; of how our dead will return,
transformed, to support us again and from within.
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